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of the adult men and women whom I knew either encouraged, or
sympathized with, the embarrassing questionings of quick-minded
growing boys, whose attempts to get information were far too
frequently suppressed in the name of convention or of ignorance.
But such treatment does not stifle a boy's thoughts, and the word
'why' was perhaps too persistently on my lips. I am sometimes
tempted to believe that in spite of a slowness of mind and less nimble
resourcefulness, the country-bred lad has a finer and steadier
mentality than the boy whose school of life is the city streets; for
before his eyes is a picture of stern reality, rather than the passing
of a shadow on a screen.
Such social life as existed in the village was for the most part
provided by the public-houses and the various places of worship.
There were five of the former, and, in addition to the fine old parish
church, there were chapels of the Baptist, Wesleyan, and Primitive
Methodist communions. The people of the village did not,
however, deprive themselves of the delights of sectarian disputation.
The place where the Primitive Methodists held their services was
known as the 'Ranters' Chapel,' and when at the rather low-lying
Baptist Chapel, we used one of the hymns of the 'Jubilee Singers/
containing a line which said 'There 's fire among the Methodists/
it was resented as offensive. Soon afterwards a flood invaded the
Baptist Chapel, and the Wesleyan boys retaliated by singing the
hymn in the streets, having changed the offending line to ' There 's
water among the Baptists/
There was at that time no reading-room or library in the village,
but well-thumbed books and periodicals were borrowed and news-
papers passed from hand to hand. My own reading began with
the much criticized 'penny dreadful' literature of the period, and,
later, when I could spare a penny, I purchased the Boys of England
and the Toung Men of Great Britain. Much has been written
concerning the type of reading material then provided for boys, but
I have never joined in the criticisms; it was through such question-
able literature that I acquired the habit of reading.
The time available for reading was, however, very restricted.
Most of the elder people sought their beds by nine o'clock, and
they liked their children to be asleep before that hour. Moreover,
too much leisure would not have had their approval. They had
strong Puritanical prejudices, and they whole-heartedly believed
that ' Satan finds some mischief still for idle hands to do/ They
looked for guidance to the past, and were promptly suspicions of

